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WELCOME
We hope you enjoy your visit to Desire. We are delighted to
have such a wealth of talented exhibitors at the show working
in so many different media, and all
having a genuine passion for the work
that they create.
If you have not yet visited other Craft
In Focus events, please complete the
questionnaire to receive details and
obtain free admission to selected
events.
In addition to jewellery and
silversmithing, our other events
feature fine art, furniture, interior
accessories, textiles, fashion,
ceramics, sculpture and
more...
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01

Rentaro Nishimura
rentaro.co.uk

Rentaro’s work draws on
principles of origami, repeat
modular forms, self-assembly and
flat-pack designs with minimal
architectural and engineered
aesthetic. Using the latest digital
technology of 3D printers and
laser-cutting Rentaro’s work
bridges the gap between craft and
technology.
07561 494 156

02

Fiona Hutchinson
fionahutchinson.co.uk

I have a passion for jewellery,
colour, food, and gemstones. A
focus on handmade and organic
makes my work perfectly
imperfect, many pieces are
inspired by food peppercorn
necklaces, coffee bean rings.
07970 368 800

03

Cathy Newell Price
cathynewellprice.co.uk

Contemporary Jewellery
reflecting botanical forms and
themes. Made by hand in silver
with vitreous enamel, gemstones
and touches of gold.
07906 434 680

04

Kerstin Haigh
kerstinhaigh.co.uk

Jewellery, sculpture and
silverware. Trinket bowls worship
the sun, moon and stars. Lockets
layered with enamel detail. Silver,
gold and alternative media with
colourful gems. The materials are
chosen to illustrate observations
and people’s stories.
07759 072 790

www.desirefair.com
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05

Maria Helena
Spector
Jewellery
mhspector.co.uk

Maria designs and makes limited
edition statement jewellery with
semi-precious gemstones, mainly
cut and finished by her, and using
her precious metals textured
silver work.
0207 263 3634

06

Eileen Gatt
eileengatt.co.uk

Contemporary jewellery and
silverware inspired by wildlife and
Polar landscapes.
07958 162 806

07

Jodie Hook
Jewellery
jodiehook.com

Silver and gold modern statement
ribbon inspired jewellery.
07787 545 481

08

Imaginarum Atelier
imaginariumatelier.com

Imaginarium Atelier comes from
the minds of Sylvaine Frouin
and Marek Machlowski. Each
piece is hand-crafted using
classical goldsmithing techniques
combined with a theatrical and
whimsical aesthetic.
01273 782 220

www.desirefair.com
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09

Dee Barnes Designs
deebarnesdesigns.com

Colourful, statement mixed media
jewellery.
07944 366 796

11

Josef Koppmann
josefkoppmann.com

Josef’s sculptural pieces reveal
themselves as harmoniously hand
crafted compositions in which
vibrant gemstones contrast with
the abstract texture of clear cut
precious metals, resulting in
timeless, minimalist jewellery.
0207 928 6252

12

Maksymi

maksymi.co.uk

Precious hand carved jewellery
which are small sculptures that
become wearable pieces of art.
Agnieszka Maksymiuk, an award
winning artist with Polish origins
is behind Maksymi brand.
07979 391 922

13

Simone Micallef,
Designer Jewellery
simonemicallef.com

Simone designs her jewellery
range around a stunning
collection of unique statement
piece necklaces, with hallmarked
silver shapes carved to mirror the
beauty of the stones.
07946 600 467

www.desirefair.com
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14

Kara Jewellery
karajewellery.co.uk

Inspired by the natural beauty
of trees, Charlotte produces an
inspiring variety of contemporary
timeless jewellery which
incorporate the rich texture and
feel of tree bark.
07973 955 994

15

Emily Nixon
emilynixon.com

Fine jewellery with a distinctive,
sculptural identity inspired by
the coastline. Precious stones
are combined with a natural
sea-worn imperfection in these
luxurious, artful pieces created in
Cornwall.
01736 887 599

16

Charmian Harris
charmianharris.co.uk

Individually made jewellery
emphasising design, texture and
colour. I work to commission
but also have great fun creating
new pieces from beautiful stones
with the minerals themselves
triggering fresh designs.
01805 622 842

17

Deborah KellyHopkins
dkhjewellery.co.uk

Silver and gold come together
in my Modern collection. Rings
available in silver and gold with
diamond details. Septangle, my
new collection of seven sided
geometrical shapes.
07957 159 018

www.desirefair.com
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18

Rebecca Joselyn
designsinsilver.co.uk

A range of novel contemporary
silverware and jewellery, inspired
by everyday objects.
07788 782 715

19

Lavan Designer
Jewellery
lavanjewellery.co.uk

Individual jewellery designs in
gold and silver jewellery set with
stunning opals and precious
stones by David Weinberger.
01280 815 499

20

Liz Tyler Designs
liztyler.com

Original elegant precious designer
jewellery and silver always with a
sense of movement in the flow of
the design.
01258 820 222

21

Barbara Ehlers
Silversmith
barbaraehlers.co.uk

Sterling silver and gold hand
crafted jewellery and gifts. The
simplicity and practicality of the
design allows the beauty of the
beaten metal to speak for itself.
07703 653 393

www.desirefair.com
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22

Serena Fox
serenafox.co.uk

Serena Fox derives much of her
inspiration from marine life, flora
and fauna. Serena interprets the
exquisite and intricate designs
seen in nature and applies them
to jewellery.
0208 683 3331

23

Joanne Gowan
Designer Jeweller
gowanjewellers.co.uk

Joanne handmakes fine artist
precious jewellery with a variety
of gemstones; one-off timeless,
classic items and unique
representational pieces inspired
by her love of nature, dance and
literature.
01279 600 004

24

Monapink
monapink.com

MonaPink is a London-based
ethical jewellery brand. The latest
collection Luminous, inspired
by Art Nouveau, is made using
argentium silver and plique-à-jour
enamelling technique, which
looks like mini stained-glass
windows.
07729 334 524

25

Jane Macintosh
janemacintosh.com

One-off pieces of jewellery
in combinations of silver and
18ct gold. Simple, bold shapes
and clean lines make Jane’s
work distinctive, timeless and
eminently wearable.
07773 454 325

www.desirefair.com
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26

Emily Grace
Jewellery

emilygracejewellery.com

Luxury jewellery combining
unusual materials to create
modern styles. Colourful and
classy @egjewellery.
07765 642 434

27

Suzy Grimshaw
suzygrimshaw.net

Fine silk threads are woven
and stitched into hand made
precious metal forms and fine
chains creating fluid and unique
jewellery.
07545 878 703

28

Barbara Bertagnolli
barbara-bertagnolli.co.uk

Barbara’s signature is her
bold combination of carefully
assembled gemstones framed
with 24ct gold and silver,
achieving a dramatic composition
of colour and shape. She also
welcomes commissions.
07932 005 806

29

Amor Calderon

I love experimenting with different
materials to create original
pieces, always inspired by art. My
jewellery is sold in museums such
as Reina Sofía, museo Picasso and
Thyssen in Spain.
0034 645 54 75 19

www.desirefair.com
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30

Yeena Yoon Studio
yeenayoon.com

Versatile interactive designs that
explore the relationship between
wearer and jewellery and the
concept of hidden treasure that
can shape-shift according to its
use. Often presented as a single
sculptural piece from which the
individual elements can be worn
in various ways.
0207 846 0188

31

Chris Boland

chrisbolanddesigns.com

Gemstones are of fundamental
importance in my work. It’s
important to tell the story of the
stones using unique designs in
metal. Bold shapes stress the
individual qualities of inclusions.
07828 630 561

32

Danny Ries
dannyries.com

Danny designs and makes
jewellery in precious metal wire
inspired by linear motifs and
forms; her unique pieces are
sculptural, simple and unfussy.
07802 463 024

33

Essemge

essemge.com

Forget Fashion, Embrace
Style! Elegant distinctive fine
contemporary jewellery for
the confident modern woman.
Inspired by the harmony of
geometric shapes and their
symbolism. Thoughtfully designed
and handcrafted in London.
07810 513 338

www.desirefair.com
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34

Simon Lauder
Jewellers

lottie-lauderjewellers.co.uk

Simon has been designing and
making fine quality jewellery
in London for over thirty five
years, aside from his ready made
collections he also undertakes
bespoke commissions.
0207 242 2244

35

Holly Suzanna
Clifford

hollysuzannaclifford.com

Holly creates vibrant pieces of art
jewellery crafted from layered,
hand painted eco-resin and silver,
celebrating the captivating beauty
of florae and foliage.
07896 740 107

36

Emma Farquharson
Jewellery
emmaq.com

Emma’s jewellery is modern
and understated, using simple
geometric silver shapes,
contrasted with gold accents and
gems. Repeating patterns with
polished edges are complemented
by matt, emphasizing shape and
form.
07919 152 874

37

Lukas Caspar
Jewellery
lukascaspar.com

Lukascaspar jewellery is a London
based fine jewellery studio
making pieces that aim to create
moments of surprise and speak
of the passion for the crafts and
materials that go into making
them.
07400 503 846

www.desirefair.com
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38

Cloudberry Designs
cloudberrydesigns.com

Designed and handcrafted
jewellery using gold, silver,
gemstones and enamel. Using a
variety of techniques to produce a
beautiful range of contemporary
jewellery with organic and
sculptural interest. Wearable,
unique and elegant.
07890 193 252

39

Teri Howes
Jewellery

terihowesjewellery.com

My jewellery redefines crochet for
the 21st Century. Using high carat
gold and silver wire sinuous curves
are formed by hand, adorned
with crochet stitches of gold and
diamonds.
07903 587 625

40

Naomi Tracz
naomitracz.com

Naomi Tracz makes jewellery with
simple, clean lines and a minimal
aesthetic that have a quiet beauty
and are a pleasure to wear.

41

Samuel Waterhouse
samuelwaterhouse.co.uk

Contemporary jewellery and
silverware inspired by antiquity.
07738 864 746

www.desirefair.com
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42

Ning Art Jewellery
ningartjewellery.com

Chih-Ning, Li specialises in
silversmithing and traditional
Florentine hand engraving. She
has been inspired by Renaissance
based on her living experience in
Italy. Her uniqueness is combining
Italian hand engraving into
contemporary jewellery.
07575 991 377

43

MH Goldsmith
mhgoldsmith.uk

Handmade fine jewellery.
07437 906 327

44

An Alleweireldt
oxxjewellery.london

An Alleweireldt’s collectable
pieces of jewellery demand a
closer look. There is always more
to them than meets the eye. She
sells through her own brand, Oxx
Jewellery London
07817 985 747

45

Bea Jareno

beajarenojewellery.com

Contemporary design silver and
gold jewellery handcrafted at
our London studio. Bespoke and
commission work welcome.
07830 159 745

www.desirefair.com
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46

Alexandra Aurum
alexandraaurum.com

Alexandra’s distinctive handmade
jewellery combines gold and
silver with carefully selected
precious stones that she sets into
textural ring designs. Bespoke
commissions are available.
07901 001 119

47

Birgit Axters
birgitaxters.com

Nature is a great inspiration for
the designs, as are all organic
forms. All items are made of the
finest materials, such as sterling
silver, 24 ct gold plated sterling
silver, solid gold, pearls, semiprecious and precious stones.
07541 686 030

48

Sally Ratcliffe
sallyratcliffe.co.uk

Unique silver and gold jewellery
handmade by Sally Ratcliffe in her
Sheffield workshop.
07928 418 995

49

Sara Withers
sarawithers.co.uk

Colourful jewellery designed with
an eclectic mix of polymer clay,
resin and semi precious beads.
07881 287 624

www.desirefair.com
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50

Odette Selva
Jewellery
odetteselva.com

Odette presents new statement
pieces to her existing line of
work. Each piece is carefully hand
crafted with attention to detail.
The indulging designs produced
from gold, silver and precious
stones connect intimately with
the wearer.
07956 534 587

51

Michele

michelewhite.com

A fusion of gemstones and
minerals with precious metals,
layered and oxidised to produce
bright colours. Each unique
creation is a work of art;
tomorrow’s heirloom.
07801 418 217

52

Kyosun Jung
kyosunjung.co.uk

Kyosun completed BA Hons
Silversmithing, Goldsmithing &
Jewellery. Kyosun has a reputation
for contemporary silver that fuses
simple forms with expressive
decoration to provides high visual
impact and widespread appeal.
07834 775 462

53

Quo Vadis Jewellery
quovadisjewellery.co.uk

Quo Vadis Jewellery brings
together the perfect balance
of design and craftsmanship
using precious and semi precious
stones, diamonds and unique
‘stones of interest’. Our designs in
silver, gold and platinum come to
life in our workshop.
07894 326 828

www.desirefair.com
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54

Martyn Pugh
martynpugh.co.uk

Meet the affably loquacious,
talented Martyn Pugh. Peruse his
striking silverware and jewellery
utilising the finest stones and
precious metals. Give the designer
a challenge and set him to work.
01527 502 513

55

Peter & Sandra
Noble Jewellers
noblejewellers.com

Unique and innovative design,
utilising traditional skills in
craftsmanship. Inspired by the
natural environment surrounding
their workshops in Cornwall.
Working with vitreous enamel,
18ct gold, gemstones, diamonds
and pearls.
01326 290 050

56

Brett Payne
brettpayne.com

Brett Payne’s silver tableware
combines traditional
silversmithing techniques with
contemporary ideas of form to
produce functional, beautiful
pieces for the modern home.
07816 677 974

57

Annakin Jewellery
annakinjewellery.co.uk

I am an independent designer
maker who specialises in
handmade elegant contemporary
jewellery with influences from the
Scandinavian countries in solid
silver, 9ct and 18ct gold and 18ct
vermeil.
07729 797 720

www.desirefair.com
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58

Kate Lewis

katelewisjewellery.co.uk

Contemporary jewellery Inspired
by the British coast.
07813 990 321

59

Julia Lloyd George
julialloydgeorge.com

Colour, simple form and exquisite
craftsmanship are the hallmarks
of Julia’s work. From her London
studio, Julia produces an inspiring
variety of contemporary, timeless
jewellery. She is a specialist in
commission work.
0207 373 5093

60

Maria Frantzi
mariafrantzi.com

Maria Frantzi works with
precious metals and a variety
of stones to create bold and
colourful jewellery that are both
contemporary and stylish.
07818 286 066

61

Polly Gasston
Goldsmith

pollygasstongoldsmith.co.uk

Polly works only in 22ct gold and
semi-precious stones creating
pieces which are organic, natural,
interesting and above all, unique.
01843 448 291

www.desirefair.com
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62

Lesley Strickland
lesley-strickland.co.uk

Lesley works in cellulose acetate
and sterling silver. Her work is
carefully considered, colourful,
elegant, tactile and very easy to
wear.
0208 444 1200

63

Sarah Herriot Design
sarahherriot.com

Sarah’s work is an evolution of
strong forms, utilising flowing
linear shapes with bold clear
sweeping lines. Her work
combining her skill in CAD design
with traditional techniques.
07966 282 955

64

Alison Bradley

alisonbradleyjewellery.com

Alison makes fine gemset
jewellery in gold and platinum.
You can choose from her
collection or commission bespoke
pieces.
07973 658 223

65

Demec Jewellers
demecjewellers.com

Original handmade and ecofriendly collection using vegetable
ivory, gold, silver and gemstones,
with a touch of class and
exclusivity.
07782 383 788

www.desirefair.com
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66

Jonathan Lerer
jonathanlerer.com

Working largely with silver and
semi-precious stones, Jonathan
creates unique, one of a kind, eyecatching pieces of art wear. Avant
garde jewellery designed with the
confident individual in mind.
07939 041 450

67

Fei Liu Fine
Jewellery

feiliufinejewellery.com

International awarding-winning
designs by jewellery designer Fei
Liu. Exquisite designs with a fusion
of Eastern heritage and Western
design. Luxury aspects from his
bespoke masterpieces create
accessible luxury for daily wear.
0121 212 2800

68

Brian Eburah

brianeburah-niobium.com

A selection of pieces based
on anodising niobium with
silver, gold and stones. Design
inspirations from natural forms
and movement. Commission work
undertaken.
01559 372 180

69

Claire Acworth

claireacworthjewellery.co.uk

Claire designs and makes
silver and gold jewellery using
semi-precious stones, pebbles
and seaglass. She also breathes
life into unworn jewellery
transforming original stones
or gold into contemporary new
designs.
07765 251 531

www.desirefair.com
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70

Charlie High Designs
charliehigh.com

Nature inspired pieces in precious
and base metals and semiprecious stones. Applied texture
represents natural surfaces, such
as spores on a fern frond, and
casting mimics the form in metal.
01273 674 511

71

AMB Jewellery

amymorel-berthier.com

Exclusive statement jewellery,
handmade in London using
traditional manufacturing
techniques, and inspired by nature
and mythology.
07960 529 484

72

Emma Keating
Jewellery

emmakeatingjewellery.co.uk

Emma is a Kent-based wildlife
jeweller, working in silver, who
aims to capture the beauty of the
creatures around us - from the
magical Pipistrelle to the majestic
Moon Moth.
07770 612 903

73

Victoria Sackwild
victoriasackwild.com

Contemporary elegance
meets organic sculpture in
this distinctive collection of
handcrafted precious metal
jewellery, inspired by and
exploring the theme of fluidity
and form.
07599 343 015

www.desirefair.com
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74

Xuella Arnold
Jewellery
xuella.co.uk

Silver, bronze and gold narrative
jewellery, in business for 30 years,
new big cat and jungle designs for
this year.
01822 841 299

75

Francesca
Marcenaro

FrancescaMarcenaro.com

Francesca’s signature is “Glass
Granulation” a technique that she
developed inspired by Granulation
and Enamelling: the effect is
an unique, “soft” sparkle on
the surface of her pieces. Other
unmissable inspirations are fairy
tales and nature.
07807 417 588

76

Yen Jewellery
yenjewellery.com

Yen’s designs are engaging, the
tactile nature of the jewellery
invites touch and interaction. The
physical movement and visual
fluidity in her designs encapsulate
a rare intriguing quality.
07967 587 548

77

Maya

mayaselway.com

Jewellery to remind you of the
poetry in your everyday.
07476 684 206

www.desirefair.com
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78

Rachel Hall
Jewellery

rachelhall.london

Natural gemstones, sterling silver
and gold. Sculptural jewellery
inspired by Rachel’s fascination
with plants, love of the English
countryside of her childhood, and
the urban landscape of her life
today.
07960 352 785

79

Anna Rennie Artisan Silversmith
steelmaiden.co.uk

Inspired by the natural world as
well as the relationship between
maker and material, I design and
create each piece to be functional
as well as beautiful. Commissions
welcomed.
07891 828 197

80

Tine Bladbjerg
tinebladbjerg.com

Simple and elegant jewellery
in silver and 18ct gold often
enhanced by colourful gemstones.
0208 761 1868

81

JCG Creator

jcgutierrezbcn.com

JCG offers trendy pieces of
jewellery, made in this fine coats
of mail which intend to faithfully
immortalize emotions and
memories.
00 34 62 73 73 477

www.desirefair.com
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82

Helen Brice Designs
helenbrice.co.uk

Helen’s jewellery designs are
beautifully intricate, set with
colourful gemstones in gold,
silver, platinum or palladium.
Combining unusual shapes and
multiple settings her signature
‘Showstopper!’ rings are truly
unique.
07880 717 352

84

Rebecca Walklett Metalsmith
rebeccawalklettmetalsmith.
co.uk

Ornamental and functional vases,
bowls, boxes and vessels made
in patinated copper and pewter,
celebrating form, colour and the
pure joy of making.
07837 348 146

85

Malcolm Morris
malcolm-morris.com

I am happy to talk to you about
commissions and recycling your
jewellery at my studio. My current
work is inspired by Morphology
which is the study of organisms
and a love of art nouveau with rich
textures and patterns combined
with my love of gemstones.
07976 624 494

86

Lynne Bartlett
Originals

lynnebartlettoriginals.co.uk

Contemporary elemental
jewellery featuring the coloured
metals: titanium and anodised
aluminium.
0207 228 6254

www.desirefair.com
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87

Rosy GounarisMilner

rosygounarismilner.com

Individual one off jewellery pieces
in precious metals and colourful
stones.
07597 880 757

88

Emily Thatcher
emilythatcher.co.uk

Sculptural stone set precious
metal jewellery.
07917 152 154

89

Tanja Ufer

tanja-ufer.co.uk

Sculptural silver and gold
jewellery with a colourful range
of gemstones such as fire opals,
emeralds, quartzes, sapphires
and sometimes a meteorite lands
as well.
07720 973 473

90

Dawn Howard
dawnhoward.co.uk

Luminous textured pieces are
created through her use of
granulation and gemstones.
07971 708 180

www.desirefair.com
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91

Leoma Drew
leoma-drew.com

The exploration of the butterfly’s
shape and form led to small hand
crafted sculptural outcomes
that would later become Drew’s
signature style within her winginspired jewellery.
07825 086 327

92

Barbora Rybarova
Jewellery
barborarybarova.com

Combining the fascinating
textures and colours of raw
sapphires, aquamarines and
diamonds with the brilliance
of cut gemstones and precious
metals Barbora Rybarova creates
exquisite one-of-its-kind jewels.
07754 082 290

93

Teresa Samson
teresasamson.co.uk

Distinctive silver jewellery with
a touch of gold. Teresa’s work is
organic in form and simplicity is
her trademark.
01227 277 985

www.desirefair.com
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• Meet, engage with and
purchase from over 100
selected ceramic artists
• Informative Demonstrations
• Insider Tours
• Exciting Food and Drink
• Live music
Special Feature: Leach 100
Display to mark 100 years of
The Leach Pottery, recognised
worldwide as the birthplace of
modern studio ceramics.

17 – 19 July

Waterperry Gardens nr Wheatley, Oxford OX33 1LA
Open: 10-5.30 Daily • £7 in advance or £10 on the day

elsea_Show_Guide_20_210x99.indd 26

CONTEMPORARY
SILVERWARE & JEWELLERY
SELLING FAIR

10-12 JULY 2020

CUTLERS’ HALL SHEFFIELD

www.goldsmithsnorth.com
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EVENT CALENDAR 2020

In addition to jewellery and silversmithing, our other events
feature fine art, furniture, interior accessories, textiles, fashion,
ceramics, sculpture and more...

RHS Garden Wisley
29 April - 3 May

Trentham Gardens
11-14 June

Waterperry Gardens
(Celebrating Ceramics)
17-19 July
RHS Garden Hyde Hall
28-31 August

Hever Castle
10-13 September

Wellington College
Crowthorne
23-25 October
Winchester Guildhall
13-15 November

West Horsley Place
25-29 November

www.craftinfocus.com
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The Contemporary

Craft & Design Fair

Purchase
direct from
some of the very
best makers
in the UK

WISLEY
RHS Garden

29 April - 3 May
Craft Fair held within the Garden
Normal admission charges apply
Free Garden entry for RHS Members
Last entry 1 hour before closing
9am – 6pm Wednesday to Saturday
9am – 5pm Sunday
(Garden open until 6pm daily)

www.craftinfocus.com T: 01622 747325
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